KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

HOW TO PREPARE FOR AND NAVIGATE ENCOUNTERS WITH ICE
IF ICE APPROACHES YOU IN A PUBLIC PLACE

**DOCUMENTS YOU SHOULD CARRY**

- Valid work permit or green card
- Municipal or State ID or Driver's License
- Red Card with your rights
- Contact Information for family and immigration attorney

**DOCUMENTS YOU SHOULD NOT CARRY**

- Any documentation from your country of origin
- False identity or immigration documents
IF ICE APPROACHES YOU IN A PUBLIC PLACE

- **Ask if you are being detained or arrested.** If not, **ask if you are free to leave**
- **Do not** sign anything
- **Do not** answer questions about your immigration status
- Never plead guilty to a criminal charge without an attorney
IF ICE COMES TO YOUR HOME

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?

- ICE tends to come in the early morning hours (between 5am-9am)
- They may lie about who they are

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

- Do not open the door (ICE may not enter without a warrant)
- Ask for them to pass the warrant through the door
- Confirm warrant is signed by a judge, not a deportation officer
- Call the Southeast Asian Raid Hotline at (415) 952-0413
IF ICE COMES TO YOUR HOME

If they ask questions, remain calm and do not answer or lie

ICE does not need a warrant to arrest you outside your home

A useful response might include: "I am exercising my right to remain silent"

Should ICE enter your home, state that you do not consent to a search of your person or belongings
IF YOU ARE ARRESTED OR DETAINED

State that you wish to speak to an attorney. Do not answer any questions or sign anything without one.

Contact your family and your immigration attorney if you have one.

Confirm warrant is signed by a judge, not a deportation officer.

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?